
 

 

The Colorado River Protection Alternative 

 

The Moffat Collection System Project is an unnecessary boondoggle that would further 

drain and destroy the Upper Colorado River and its tributaries 



 

 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

It’s time for a new era of Western water management that focuses on 21st century technology and 

values rather than 20th century dams, diversions, and river destruction. Denver Water’s proposed 

“Moffat Collection System Project” would further drain and destroy the tributaries to the Colorado River 

and affirm 19th century thinking about how to serve water to cities. 

As Denver’s population grows, it is being “decoupled” from old-fashioned water supply mentality. 

Denver is using less and less water each year due to conservation, but Denver Water says it needs more 

water. The facts prove otherwise, that Denver will need less water, not more, as it grows. 

The proposed Moffat Collection System Project won’t help Denver Water more reliably serve water. In 

fact, the project adds just 2% to the system, but would cost over $350 million, money which should be 

spent achieving real gains, not further draining and destroying the tributaries to the Colorado River and 

causing massive environmental damage with the expansion of Gross Dam and Reservoir. 

The permitting process and documents for the project are extremely flawed by failing to consider 

alternatives other than river destruction and dam expansion. In fact, the “Screening Criteria” used in the 

permitting documents violate the National Environmental Policy Act by inappropriately favoring river 

diversions and dam expansion at the expense of less damaging alternatives. 

The Moffat Collection System Project is not the least environmentally damaging practicable alternative 

(LEDPA). Many less environmentally damaging alternatives were “screened out” inappropriately, 

including using the existing system more efficiently, investing in water conservation, building pipelines 

to move current water supplies, water reuse and recycling, storing water in underground aquifers, and 

leasing or buying water from farmers.  

Nineteenth century ideas about draining and damming rivers have no place in 21st century water supply 

decisions. Water conservation can achieve dramatically more gains. The project won’t better serve 

Denver Water’s constituents. And, the permitting documents have failed to follow the law.     

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) needs to address many failings in the permitting documents 

before making a permit decision for the project. Afterwards, the Corps should deny a permit to the 

project. 
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Colorado River Protection Alternative 

1. A New Era of Western River Management – The Proposed Moffat Project, a 20th Century 

Solution to 21st Century Problem 

As we move through the second decade of the 21st century it is clear that the world is rapidly changing. 

In the western United States that means we are discovering a need to reshape our relationship with our 

rivers and the water they provide. 

First, climate change is here. We are experiencing rising temperatures throughout the nation, 

particularly in the Southwest U.S. Precipitation change is variable, but declining in much of region. Even 

with minor increases in snowfall, the end result will be less water in the streams due to a hotter and 

drier climate. Even if water providers build new storage, the water may not be there to fill more 

reservoirs – in fact, the current reservoirs, Mead and Powell, continue to decline in water level1.  

Second, at the same time, the west is changing. Population is growing, shifting to cities, and people and 

jobs are shifting away from the traditional extractive industries. People are understanding the landscape 

as more than a pantry, and recreational businesses are booming. Further, even though population is 

growing, it is becoming “decoupled” from water supply – in other words, due to increased water 

conservation, more people do not necessarily need more water. This is true in many Colorado River 

basin cities2,3, has been pointed out in reports from the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation4, and even has been 

proudly touted by Denver Water which is the applicant for the Moffat Collection System Project5 

(Moffat).   

Third, the pressure on the Colorado River continues to escalate. Demand exceeds supply – simply put, 

more water is taken out of the river than flows into it6. The Colorado River is a vital element of our 

western heritage, yet it is also the most managed and plumbed river in the world and completely 

drained dry before it reaches the Gulf of California7. Nearly 40 million people rely on the river, as does 

the entire nation as people across the U.S. consume crops grown with water from the Colorado River.  

Further, the Upper Colorado River – exactly where the Moffat Project is proposed – is already seriously 

drained and depleted. In Grand County, 72% of the Colorado has already been drained out to Front 

Range cities and farms. If the Moffat Collection System Project (and the Windy Gap Firming Project) are 

built, that will increase to 82% (see figure below. Source: U.S. EPA). 

                                                         
1 http://www.reviewjournal.com/news/water-environment/lake-mead-hits-new-record-low  
2 http://www.inkstain.net/fleck/2016/04/san-diegos-great-water-use-decoupling/ 
3 https://www.islandpress.org/book/water-is-for-fighting-over  
4 http://www.usbr.gov/climate/secure/docs/2016secure/2016SECUREReport-chapter3.pdf 
5 http://www.savethecolorado.org/blog/press-release-denver-waters-moffat-collection-system-project-delayed-again/  
6 http://www.usbr.gov/watersmart/bsp/docs/finalreport/ColoradoRiver/CRBS_Executive_Summary_FINAL.pdf  
7 http://www.smithsonianmag.com/ist/?next=/science-nature/the-colorado-river-runs-dry-61427169/  

http://www.reviewjournal.com/news/water-environment/lake-mead-hits-new-record-low
http://www.inkstain.net/fleck/2016/04/san-diegos-great-water-use-decoupling/
https://www.islandpress.org/book/water-is-for-fighting-over
http://www.usbr.gov/climate/secure/docs/2016secure/2016SECUREReport-chapter3.pdf
http://www.savethecolorado.org/blog/press-release-denver-waters-moffat-collection-system-project-delayed-again/
http://www.usbr.gov/watersmart/bsp/docs/finalreport/ColoradoRiver/CRBS_Executive_Summary_FINAL.pdf
http://www.smithsonianmag.com/ist/?next=/science-nature/the-colorado-river-runs-dry-61427169/


 

 

 

If the Moffat Project is built, it would increase the likelihood of a compact call on the Colorado River, 

thus destabilizing water supply and politics in the entire Southwest U.S.8  Colorado and other Upper 

Basin states have the most to lose – and greatest risk – in this scenario.  

While these seismic shifts have been re-shaping the western approach to river and water management, 

Denver Water has kept its head down and plunged forward with its 20th century big-storage plan – the 

Moffat Collection System Project.  The Moffat project was formally proposed in 2003,9 but conceived 

long before that. Despite Denver Water’s conservation-based response to the drought conditions of the 

early 2000s, the agency has remained steadfast in its old-fashioned approach to serving population 

growth along the Front Range.  

Critically, the Moffat project embraces the two now debunked notions that, in the past, have lead 

western water managers down a destructive path: 

 Population growth is necessarily accompanied by increased water demand. 

                                                         
8 http://www.savethecolorado.org/blog/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/STC-letter-corps-Moffat-CompactCall-Final-8-
27-2015.pdf  
9 “Intent To Prepare [sic] an Environmental Impact Statement for Denver Water's Moffat Collection System Project,” 68 
FR 54432, September 17, 2003. 

http://www.savethecolorado.org/blog/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/STC-letter-corps-Moffat-CompactCall-Final-8-27-2015.pdf
http://www.savethecolorado.org/blog/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/STC-letter-corps-Moffat-CompactCall-Final-8-27-2015.pdf


 

 

 Water availability is a function of storage – if you build it, it will fill. 

By holding on to these false assumptions, Denver Water has painted itself into a corner where the only 

answer it can see is to construct another large storage project.  A broader view of the situation along the 

Front Range, however, clearly shows that: 

 The Moffat project is not needed now or in the foreseeable future. 

 Even if the “needs” Denver Water identifies were real: 

o The Moffat project was selected through a fatally flawed process. 

o The Moffat project fails to fully address the asserted needs.  

o There are less environmentally damaging and practicable alternatives. 

The time has come for Denver Water to recognize that the Moffat project is not the answer to the 

challenges it faces. In the remainder of this document, Save The Colorado documents why the Moffat 

project is a dead-end and presents its vision for an alternative that is protective of the Colorado River 

and meets the actual needs of Denver Water’s customers. If Denver Water fails to pull the plug on its 

own, the Corps is obligated whether the project should be approved under NEPA, the LEDPA standard, 

and other applicable federal law.  

2. Denver Water Does Not Need the Moffat Project 

Denver Water undeniably faces diverse challenges as it seeks to provide high quality and reliable water 

supplies to a growing population. Unfortunately, rather than seizing the opportunity to remake the 

agency using an array of 21st century tools to address these various challenges, Denver Water—with the 

endorsement of the US Army Corps of Engineers (“Corps”)—attempted to justify the Moffat project by 

bundling purposes that would have been better served independently. Although the agency began its 

permitting process with four “purposes,” these were grouped into two “needs” in the FEIS: 

 Firm Yield – the “need” for 18,000 AF/year of additional firm yield: 

o Growing Demand  

 Location – the “need” for a more balanced overall system that is less dependent on the South 

Platte and Blue River sources and related infrastructure: 

o Vulnerability – reduce the risk that a negative natural or human-caused disaster could 

have a significant impact on the ability to meet demand. 

o Reliability – the risk that the Moffat Water Treatment Plant (WTP) will not have water 

when needed and so will be unavailable. 

o Flexibility – the risk that an outage in the remainder of the system could not be offset by 

the Moffat WTP.10 

                                                         
10 US Army Corps of Engineers, Moffat Collection System Project Final Environmental Impact Statement, April 2014 
(“FEIS”), page 1-2. 



 

 

By choosing to address these disparate purposes through a single project, Denver Water and the Corps 

dictated that any solution to the “location” purposes also must incorporate delivery of 18,000 AF/year of 

new firm yield to the Moffat Collection System. As a practical matter, additional firm yield is the real 

goal of the Moffat project. Denver Water has said as much itself early in the project: 

The purpose of the Moffat System Project is to increase Denver Water's supply by 18,000 AF/yr. 

Denver Water would then be able to meet an additional 18,000 AF/yr of demand per year.11  

Despite the inappropriate weighting of firm yield in the permitting process, Save The Colorado will here 

address both of Denver Water’s asserted “needs.” 

a. Denver Water has Adequate Water to Meet Foreseeable Demand 

When first proposed in 2003, the Moffat project was touted as the solution to what was then a looming 

concern, the projected need for 18,000 AF/year of additional firm yield within Denver Water’s system 

beginning in 2016.12  

At that time, Denver Water projected an average annual demand of 345,000 AF/year by 2016.13 

Fortunately, the slowly progressing Moffat permitting process has given us an extraordinary opportunity 

to take the long view on this situation. The reality in 2016 is quite different than had been predicted – 

total water use for the Denver Water system for the ten years ending 2014 was an average of 305,188 

AF/year, with actual demand (exclusive of system inefficiencies) averaging 236,999 AF/year.14 Further, 

Denver Water has itself reported that in 2015, “[Denver Water] recorded the lowest demand for water 

since 1970, despite a population increase of 400,000 people.”15 

There is no demand for the additional firm yield that the Moffat project is intended to provide. The 

forecasts for growing demand were wrong – per capita demand has continued to decline and even in 

the face of a growing population, Denver Water’s already developed water resources have been more 

than sufficient. 

This is an admittedly simple, yet telling, take on the firm yield “need” that Denver Water claims. On 

deeper examination, the results are the same – Denver Water does not now, or in the foreseeable 

future, need the additional firm yield that the Moffat project has been designed to provide. Save The 

                                                         
11 US Army Corps of Engineers, Responses to Comments from Grand County on the Moffat Collection System Project EIS-
Alternatives Screening Report (Agency Review Draft), October 2007 (“Response to Grand County”), page 24. 
12 68 FR 54432 (with clarification that “near-term” is defined as 2016 explicitly referenced in US Army Corps of 
Engineers, Moffat Collection System Project Draft Environmental Impact Statement, October 2009 (“DEIS”), page ES-4). 
13 DEIS, page ES-15. 
14  Denver Water, 2014 Comprehensive Annual Financial Report, April 2015 (“2014 Annual Report,” 
http://www.denverwater.org/docs/assets/167EBB42-B13F-876E-E6562DF4237142C2/ 2014_annual_report.pdf, last 
viewed June 2, 2016), page III-64 (“Water Supply, Use, and Storage 2005-2014”). The two figures cited were calculated 
from, respectively, the average of “Total Water Use” and the average of the sum of “Total Treated Water Delivered” and 
“Raw Water Deliveries” for the ten years documented. The 2015 report was not available at the time of this analysis. 
15 Denver Water, WaterNews: March 2016 (http://www.denverwater.org/AboutUs/WaterNews1/ March2016/, last 
viewed June 2, 2016). 

http://www.denverwater.org/docs/assets/167EBB42-B13F-876E-E6562DF4237142C2/%202014_annual_report.pdf
http://www.denverwater.org/AboutUs/WaterNews1/%20March2016/


 

 

Colorado has previously presented the Corps with a detailed discussion of the flaws with the firm yield 

“need” – see our letter: The Demand Analysis in the Final Environmental Impact Statement for the 

Moffat Collection System Project is Fatally Flawed and Must Be Redone.16 

It should also be noted that the demand modeling used in the FEIS is based on unrestricted demand; i.e., 

how much water Denver Water’s customers would demand with absolutely no disincentives to 

consume.17  This does not in any way represent a real-world situation.  Denver Water itself has been 

aggressive about promoting conservation, setting a “10-year goal of cutting water use 22 percent from 

2007 through the end of 2016.18 Despite more than a decade of effective conservation and historically 

low water demand (due to demand levelling off or decreasing), Denver Water has carried its demand 

targets from the initial planning steps of the Moffat project into the FEIS.19 

By only considering alternatives that would result in 18,000 AF/year of new firm yield, the options for 

addressing the other issues raised as purposes for the Moffat project are dramatically constrained. The 

Corps must reconsider the firm yield need asserted by Denver Water incorporating the analysis 

presented by Save The Colorado. If the Corps finds that the need has not been adequately established, 

the Corps must reconsider the project Purpose and Need Statement without incorporating the firm yield 

need. 

Because the avowed need for new firm yield is the primary justification for the proponent’s preferred 

alternative, the projects cannot be approved if such need is unsupported. The inquiry stops here, and 

the proposed projects must be denied. Nonetheless, arguing in the alternative, Save the Colorado 

proceeds to address Denver Water’s secondary justifications below.  

b. Denver Water’s Need for Infrastructure Improvements is not Established 

Secondary rationales are also discussed in the EIS. However, Denver Water has not asserted that these 

considerations independently justify the proposed projects. As explained below, they do not.  

The vulnerability, reliability, and flexibility purposes relate to Denver Water’s infrastructure, which 

Denver Water describes as divided between a north system (the Moffat Collection System) and a south 

system.  Through these “location” purposes, Denver Water seeks to be less reliant on the south 

system.20 The Moffat WTP is generally operated as a summer peaking plant (providing the last margin of 

treated water for times of high demand); additionally, raw water is furnished from the Moffat Collection 

                                                         
16 Letter from Save The Colorado to US Army Corps of Engineers, October 7, 2015 (“Demand Letter”). 
17 FEIS, pages 1-15, 1-17. 
18 WaterNews: March 2016  
19 Compare DEIS Table 1-1 (2030 unrestricted demand of 427,500 AF/year) with FEIS Table 1-1 (2032 unrestricted 
demand of 432,700 AF/Year). 
20 FEIS, pages 1-4, 1-11. 



 

 

System to the northern raw water customers.21 Denver Water would like to have year-round operation 

of the Moffat WTP and to increase the redundancy in its systems.22 

While increasing redundancy and addressing the identified purposes could be seen as a generally 

desirable step, the Corps failed to establish: 

 The level of redundancy that would be sufficient to meet Denver Water’s purposes. 

 The impact of failing to meet unrestricted demand during an outage or system shortfall.  

Denver Water already has a partially redundant system that can respond to system issues, with multiple 

treatment plants and independent collection systems.23 The potential of this redundancy was 

demonstrated by the agency’s response to low water availability during the early 2000s drought.24 

Although Denver Water partly relies on this period as evidence to justify its preferred alternative, they 

fail to establish that actual harm occurred as a result of the shortages.25   

Nor does the EIS establish that the preferred alternative would obviate the need for future emergency 

measures such as the modest strategies that proved effective in previous droughts. Importantly the EIS 

fails to consider the extent to which vastly increased public awareness of water conservation and 

climate change are likely to avoid, or reduce, the need for future emergency measures or increase the 

likelihood that early warning (pre-emergency) and emergency measures operate effectively to avoid 

shortages.  

The vulnerability of Denver Water’s south system and the potential impact on customers of a disruption 

may be overstated in the FEIS.  The system is described as: 

Approximately 90% of overall available reservoir storage and 80% of available water supplies rely 

on the unimpeded operation of Denver’s South System, particularly Strontia Springs Reservoir. 

Loss of operation of any portion of the South System could require more water from the Moffat 

Collection System to meet customer’s water demands.26  

In contrast, information provided in the FEIS documents indicate that there are only a few critical points 

within the South System that would necessarily cause a large-scale disruption. The South Platte and Blue 

River collection sub-systems appear to be entirely independent until the Strontia Springs reservoir.27 

Conduits 20 and 26 and the WTPs appear to be independent of each other and likely could operate 

independently.28 As Denver Water points out, “during periods of low demand” (presumably outside of 

                                                         
21 FEIS, pages 1-11, 1-12, 
22 FEIS, pages 1-26 – 1-28. 
23 FEIS, pages 1-11, 1-12. 
24 FEIS, pages 1-11, 1-26. 
25 FEIS, page 1-26 (stating that “Denver Water would have run out of water if it had not implemented emergency 
measures” but not documenting the costs or impacts of those emergency measures). 
26 FEIS at 1-27 (emphasis added). 
27 FEIS, Figure 1-1. 
28 Ibid. 



 

 

the summer landscape irrigation period) any one WTP can “serve most areas” of its system.29 As noted 

above, the Moffat WTP is a peaking plant, used primarily during times of high use; the loss of the Moffat 

WTP and a compromised ability to provide treated water for lawn irrigation does not rise to the level of 

an emergency in our arid climate.30 Limiting outdoor irrigation to precipitation levels is otherwise known 

as natural conditions, under which native flora have thrived for many millennia.  Consequently, 

“unimpeded operation of Denver’s South System,” although desired, is not required, nor does “loss of 

operation of any portion of the South System” necessarily lead to increased load on the Moffat WTP. 

The consideration of “need” in the FEIS also does not appear to take into consideration other 

improvements currently planned by Denver Water.  Specifically, expansion of the Foothills WTP to 

double its capacity has been contemplated.31 Clearly, such a significant change to Denver Water’s South 

System could impact the dynamics of the system and alter the potential secondary need for the Moffat 

project asserted in the FEIS. 

The Corps must independently, through a quantitative and documented analysis, evaluate the benefit to 

Denver Water’s customers that would result from the systems changes identified as the “location need.” 

Specifically, the Corps must compare the level of redundancy sought by Denver Water with that of other 

regional water providers, document the actual risk of outages and other system compromises, compare 

the likely impacts to indoor water use versus outdoor irrigation, and the ability of other infrastructure 

improvements planned by Denver Water to meet the purposes identified here. 

3. Regardless of “Need,” the Moffat Project is the Wrong Answer 

Save The Colorado rejects Denver Water’s claims of need for all of the reasons outlined above.  Even if 

this need is accepted, though, the Moffat project should not be permitted. 

a. The Moffat Project was Selected through a Fatally-Flawed Process 

The permitting process for the Moffat project incorporated an alternative screening scheme that 

winnowed down a selection of concepts to the preferred alternative based on the ability of the 

alternatives to meet the project’s Purpose and Need Statement, be cost-effective, and meet other 

criteria. This screening process suffered from a number of fatal flaws.  

i. The Purpose and Need Statement Inappropriately Favored Firm Yield 

As described above, the Corps allowed Denver Water to adopt a Purpose and Need Statement for its 

permitting process that bundles all of the challenges that Denver Water sees in the future into one 

package. Denver Water does not at any point document the appropriateness of dealing with all of its 

                                                         
29 FEIS, page 1-12; Response to Grand County, page 7. 
30 FEIS at 1-11, 1-12. 
31 Denver Board of Water Commissioners, Water for Tomorrow – The History, Results, Projections and Update of the 
Integrated Resource Plan, February 2002 (“IRP,” http://www.denverwater.org/docs/assets/ DDA6502B-BCDF-1B42-
D6B27D086AD6731A/MasterDocIRPOnline1.pdf, last viewed June 2, 2016), page 4. 

http://www.denverwater.org/docs/assets/%20DDA6502B-BCDF-1B42-D6B27D086AD6731A/MasterDocIRPOnline1.pdf
http://www.denverwater.org/docs/assets/%20DDA6502B-BCDF-1B42-D6B27D086AD6731A/MasterDocIRPOnline1.pdf


 

 

issues in this single project and, by combining them in this fashion, effectively eliminates from 

consideration potentially less environmentally damaging and practicable alternatives. Denver Water’s 

choice to consider all of the challenges as one bundle implies an interdependence between very 

different aspects of the water supply system. It is clear to even the casual reviewer that there is not 

necessarily a correlation among all of the purposes under consideration, especially in regards to the 

relationship between the “firm yield” and “location” needs.  

Importantly, by bundling these “location” purposes with the “firm yield need,” Denver Water precludes 

any consideration of solutions to these issues that do not depend on new water – to be diverted from 

headwaters streams in Grand County to an enlarged Gross Dam in Boulder County - in the system.32 

Denver Water has significantly tainted the entire permitting process through this choice of convenience 

when the issues may have been properly considered independently or in small groups. 

Three factors in the primary screen derive directly from the arbitrary Purpose and Need Statement (PN1, 

PN2, and PN3); another two criteria derive directly from the firm yield purpose (LP1 and LP2). All of 

these screening criteria eliminate alternatives that might have significantly addressed the Denver 

Water’s purposes.33 The latter two criteria (LP1 and LP2), intended to simplify the overall project yet 

provide the large firm yield desired by Denver Water, eliminate from consideration a variety of 

dispersed system solutions to the infrastructure issues. Further, these criteria are based on an 

assumption that the project components should be of approximately equivalent size and eliminate from 

consideration small elements that might be paired with larger components to meet the disparate 

purposes. The only justification for 15,000 AF floor is the broad and unsupported statement that a 

project composed of smaller elements would be “probably too complex to reasonably implement and 

manage.”34  Importantly, these criteria eliminate alternative 403 – expanded non-potable reuse. 

The Corps must reconsider the Purpose and Need Statement for the Moffat project and evaluate the 

appropriateness of bundling the four purposes that Denver Water claims into two integrated needs.  The 

Corps must consider the feasibility of Denver Water addressing its purposes independently or in smaller 

bundles of two or three. The Corps must also reconsider the alternatives screening in light of any 

changes to the Purpose and Need Statement that are developed. The FEIS must address the 

fundamental question of whether Denver Water’s core purpose and need – providing water to 

customers consistent with the restraints imposed by the natural environment – can be achieved without 

additional transbasin diversions across the Continental Divide. Because Denver Water has failed to 

update its Integrated Resources Plan with scenarios it will pursue if Moffat permits are not granted at 

this time, the Corps must independently analyze Denver Water’s ability to operate in a scenario under 

which the paper rights to Colorado River Water are not exercised at this time.  

                                                         
32 FEIS, pages 2-8 – 2-9, (stating that the “most significant criteria” in the screening process were PN2, LP1, LP2, and 
EC1). 
33 Ibid.; see also, URS, Moffat Collection System Projection EIS Denver Water Alternatives Screening Report, August 2007 
(“Alternatives Screening Report”), pages 2-5 – 2-18. 
34 FEIS, Table 2-1. 



 

 

ii. The Permitting Process Did Not Adequately Consider a Full Range of Alternatives 

Although Denver Water claims to have considered a wide range of alternatives to meet its needs, there 

were in reality very few uniquely different concepts considered. Save The Colorado counted 307 line 

items in the primary screen. Of these, only one was classified as demand reduction and three were 

classified as re-use. The process was clearly skewed towards traditional water projects with 263 new or 

expanded storage concepts.35 This might have been less objectionable in the last century, before 

conservation emerged as the most effective means of managing finite water resources across the arid 

Southwest. Sooner or later, conservation must be the preferred strategy, because supplies cannot come 

anywhere near supporting projected population increases at the levels of consumption relied on by 

Denver Water’s outdated projections relied on for the FEIS. The sooner conservation and re-use 

strategies take hold, the less irreversible and unacceptable impacts will further degrade our 

environment and stream ecosystems.  

Further, by Denver Water’s own admission, there was little meaningful difference between the 

alternatives considered in the final analysis: 

Among the three groups of alternatives, the differences with respect to average annual stream 

flow depletions on the West Slope were 5% or less. All alternative groups would divert water in a 

similar pattern, capturing primarily peak flows during wet and average years.36  

 

The Corps must reconsider the alternatives screening process to ensure that a meaningful range of 

alternatives are analyzed in the permitting process.  Specifically, the Corps must broaden the Purpose 

and Need Statement so as not exclude practicable options for meeting the project purposes and 

generate a broader range of alternatives for the screening process. Reasonable alternatives that will 

allow Denver Water to continue operating and supplying its customers are available. Denver Water has 

simply declined to publicly consider contingency plans in the event Moffat is not permitted, built, or 

operated as hoped for. As population grows and the climate warms across the Colorado Basin, the 

likelihood increases that Moffat as designed cannot reliably supply the desired quantities of water. It is 

incumbent on any governmental agency such as Denver Water to publicly conduct such contingency 

planning so that a robust and informed public debate can chart the best course of action.  

iii. The Alternative Screening Process Inappropriately Favored Large Storage 

Projects 

By specifying a Purpose and Need Statement that was inappropriately narrow and by not considering a 

meaningful range of alternatives, Denver Water put tight constraints on the possible outcomes of the 

alternative screening process. This flaw was compounded by screening process that was itself flawed 

                                                         
35 Alternatives Screening Report, Table A-2. 
36 Response to Grand County, page 19. 



 

 

and firmly entrenched in outdated water management thinking. The process as a whole pre-ordained 

the outcome, leaving no choice but to endorse the Denver Water’s preferred option. 

The screening process used in the Moffat project permitting scheme was complex, incorporating a 

number of different “screens” at different steps.37 Unfortunately, the process, although highly 

structured, was far from rigorous and did nothing to ensure a meaningful range of alternatives were 

given a hard look as required under NEPA. Rather, it served the project proponents as a filter to remove 

competing options from consideration prior to the analyses that would have shown the advantages of 

these other approaches. 

The Moffat FEIS could be likened to the efforts of the utility industry when they proposed the 

construction of hundreds of new coal-fired power plants across the nation 10-20 years ago. Using the 

assumptions, projections and “facts” advanced by the utilities and the coal industry, the seemingly 

inescapable conclusion was that significant increases in coal-fired electricity was the only way America 

or the West could meet future energy demand without catastrophic consequences. History has shown 

differently. Few if any additional coal plants have been built, and it is now clear that the vast majority of 

plants once deemed absolutely necessary by industry “experts” are unneeded, and will never be built. 

Denver Water’s failure to adjust its strategic planning to reflect the success of conservation and other 

alternatives to new transbasin diversions and dams is analogous to the electric utilities’ inability to plan 

for the phase-out of coal power under forced to do so by regulatory bodies and public opinion.  

The screening process began with a large pool of general concepts that was subjected to a filter 

functioning as a gatekeeper for alternatives.38  The filter was built from the inappropriately constrained 

Purpose and Need Statement, a historical view of available technology and practicality, and very general 

environmental impacts.39 The vast majority of the concepts were eliminated at this step, with very 

limited review and apparently no public vetting.40 It is important to note that the project under 

consideration was conceived over a decade ago; the screening process that led to selection of the 

proposed Moffat project was itself conducted in 2005.41 This reliance on outdated information directly 

impacted the alternatives screening process; direct potable reuse was eliminated for failing the “proven 

technology” screen (ET1) based on the now nearly 20-year old findings of a 1998 study.42 

Similarly, the 1a screen used the imagined ability to have the project online by 2016 as a filtering 

criterion (“PN3”).43 As we are now in 2016 and no project has even been permitted let alone 

constructed, this criterion is clearly inappropriate.  It is also apparent that the proposed Moffat project 

                                                         
37 FEIS, page 2-3. 
38 FEIS, pages 2-4 – 2-10. 
39 Ibid. 
40 FEIS, Table 2-3. 
41 Alternatives Screening Report, page 2-1. 
42 Alternatives Screening Report, pages 2-10 – 2-11. 
43 Alternatives Screening Report, Table 2-1. 



 

 

also was not capable of completion by 2016 and therefore should have been eliminated from further 

consideration. 

After this radical filtering, the concepts were fashioned into more specific alternatives. The institutional 

bias is very apparent at this step – the FEIS opens its description of screen 1b: 

The objective of Screen 1b was to match a potential water supply source with water storage and 

conveyance components to formulate possible Project alternatives that would meet the Project 

Purpose and Need.44 

Clearly, only approaches that fit the traditional model of new water and storage were to be advanced at 

this stage. Conservation or operational changes that might meet the purposes of the project but did not 

result in a physical pool of water, never had a chance for consideration. 

The third screening round (“1c”) was entirely based on general cost estimates. This screening process 

used the cost estimates and an arbitrary standard as proxies for “practicableness” – a critical criterion of 

the permitting process.45 No additional factors of the potential success of an alternative were addressed. 

The mere availability of cheaper options does not render more expensive options impracticable. An 

explicit look at ability to pay would be required to make such a judgment, and would need to factor 

other economic impacts such as lost opportunity costs resulting from development of other alternatives. 

Further, as with technological feasibility, the assumptions about cost were based on information 

through the turn of the century and are now quite dated. In this screening process, cost effectively 

trumped all other potential impacts in determining which alternatives would be given serious 

consideration. This is plainly inconsistent with NEPA’s “hard look” requirements. 

Finally, it should be noted that the criteria were not applied consistently in the screening process.  For 

example, gravel pit storage and deep aquifer storage were “skipped” through preliminary screen due to 

uncertainty (the inability to generate firm responses to the filtering criteria).46 No explanation is 

provided for why these concepts were given the benefit of the doubt while others were eliminated due 

to unproven technology or other uncertainties. 

The Corps must reconsider the alternatives screening process and ensure that it meets the intent and 

requirements of NEPA and the Clean Water Act.  Specifically, the Corps must evaluate the process for 

structural bias and predetermined outcome as well as its ability to generate a meaningful range of 

alternatives, inappropriate or dated criteria that are not valid measures of the practicality or impacts of 

an alternative, and consistent application of criteria.  
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46 Alternatives Screening Report, page 2-23. 



 

 

b. The Moffat Project Fails to Fully Address the “Needs” Claimed by Denver Water 

Denver Water has claimed that it must fulfill its “location need” (the flexibility, vulnerability, and 

reliability purposes) through this project and not just increase its available firm yield. Unfortunately, 

Denver Water has set out too many pots to be filled by the proposed diversions; the Moffat project 

simply cannot do everything that Denver Water suggests it will.  Save The Colorado has addressed these 

shortfalls in detail in an earlier comment letter – see our letter: The Claims in the Final Environmental 

Impact Statement for the Moffat Collection System Project that the Project will Help Denver Water 

“Balance” its System are Inaccurate.47 

In the end, despite the attempts to cast this proposal as a tool to address many of Denver Water’s 

issues, the proposed Moffat project is about diverting and storing more West Slope water. Denver 

Water has stated as much itself, although not in the FEIS: 

The purpose of the Moffat Collection System Project EIS is to develop 18,000 AF of firm yield that 

can be used in the Moffat System by treated and raw water customers during drought periods[…] 

Gross Reservoir, which in turn is filled from additional diversions from the Williams Fork and 

Fraser basins, and South Boulder Creek, primarily during wet years following a drought. The 

majority of this "new" water is then kept in storage in Gross Reservoir until a drought occurs. 

Meanwhile, during most years, the additional 18,000 AF/year of demand is met from Denver 

Water's additional water supplies throughout its collection system including the South Platte 

River, the Blue River, the Moffat Collection system, and from exchanges… Denver Water 

indicates that it was very important for their customers to have this supply available for the 

drought, even though it is rarely used. Use of water in the enlarged Gross Reservoir and the 

other project components that provide the 18,000 AF of firm yield would likewise be used in 

drought conditions, but Denver Water would continue to use its additional system-wide supplies 

in most years.48  

Therefore, if the additional water stored in Gross Reservoir is held for drought relief it cannot be used to 

satisfy the other purposes that Denver Water has claimed are essential purposes of this project.  The 

Corps must independently evaluate Denver Water’s intended operations of the expanded Gross 

Reservoir under the proposed Moffat project and the ability of those operations to meet the stated 

purposes and needs as documented in the FEIS.   

Further, the future of availability of West Slope water has been called into question by the combined 

impacts on the Colorado River of overuse and climate change. It is increasing likely that a compact call 

will result – Save The Colorado has clearly documented these concerns in an earlier comment letter – 

see our letter: FEIS for Moffat Collection System Project failed to analyze impact of diversions on the 
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Colorado River Compact, climate change, looming “shortages,” and increasing the likelihood of a 

“Compact Call.”49 

c. The Moffat Project is not the Least Environmentally Damaging Practicable Alternative  

Save The Colorado and numerous other organizations, individuals, and agencies have provided extensive 

comments on the proposed Moffat project and the massive environmental damage that would 

accompany its construction and operation.50   

The Corps may only permit the least environmentally damaging and practicable alternative that meets 

the purpose and need of the project. By using an inappropriately constrained Purpose and Need 

Statement, Denver Water has sought to make the proposed Moffat project the only available option. By 

taking a broader approach and considering the actual purposes that Denver Water claimed needed to be 

met, a wider range of alternatives is available for consideration. Save The Colorado outlines some of 

these in the following chapter. 

The Corps must consider a meaningfully broad range of alternative when conducting the LEDPA analysis 

required under the Clean Water Act. Specifically, the Corps must broaden the Purpose and Need 

Statement so as not exclude practicable options for meeting the project purposes and generate a 

broader range of alternatives for the screening process. 

4. Denver Water Can Serve Its Customers without the Proposed Moffat Project 

Save The Colorado has established that the Moffat project is not needed and, even if it were needed 

some decades in the future, the proposed project is not the right solution to the challenges that Denver 

Water would face. If the Corps determines that some aspect of Denver Water’s need is valid, there are a 

variety of ways that each of the issues can be addressed. Save The Colorado presents below a 

conceptual list of approaches that could be applied to creative problem solving to develop a project or 

projects that help Denver Water fill its theoretical future need more directly and with less impact on 

Colorado’s rivers and communities.   

a. Improving Reliability and Flexibility and Reducing Vulnerability 

Denver Water is fortunate to have a system that draws from several geographically diverse water 

sources.51  This provides a built-in measure of redundancy that allows for a very robust system. The 

potential redundancy of the system is offset by a skewing of the system volume to the southern 
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50 See FEIS, Appendix N. 
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components.52 Denver Water would like to increase the reliability and flexibility and decrease the 

vulnerability of its system to man-made and natural threats by augmenting its northern components.53 

Clearly, there are numerous possibilities for achieving the operational improvements (the “location 

need”) that Denver Water seeks without increasing the firm yield provided through the Moffat 

Collection System. Many such concepts were proposed in the alternative screening process but 

discarded inappropriately.54 Before permitting any project addressing the purposes that Denver Water 

has identified for the Moffat project, the Corps must respond to Save The Colorado’s comments below. 

i. Improved Raw Water Connection between the North and South Systems 

A North/South interconnect would allow for transport of raw water for treatment to the Moffat Water 

Treatment Plant on an as-needed basis. This option could also be paired with any of the storage options 

discussed below to increase operational flexibility. An interconnect would more thoroughly integrate the 

Moffat WTP into Denver Water’s collection system without the expense and impact of un-needed 

additional diversions and a large surface impoundment. This option was given only token consideration 

in the alternatives screening process (with the alternatives that were passed to the 1c screen eliminated 

due to cost).55 The Corps must fully analysis the potential effectiveness and impacts of viable 

north/south interconnect alternatives.  

ii. Strontia Springs Bypass 

As discussed above, the South Platte and Lake Dillon collection sub-systems are entirely independent 

until joining at the Strontia Springs Reservoir. Elements of the south system downstream of Strontia 

Springs also provide a good degree of redundancy. By Denver Water’s own statements, “during periods 

of low demand” (presumably outside of the summer landscape irrigation period) any one WTP can 

“serve most areas” of its system.56 A bypass to Strontia Springs providing direct access to Conduits 20 

and 26, and using Cheesman and Dillon Reservoirs as the regulating tools may maintain much of the 

system functionality even if Strontia Springs—the one true single point vulnerability in the system—

were compromised.57 Arguably, designing the water supply system to such a level that it can maintain 

unrestricted landscape irrigation (lawn watering) during the confluence of a drought and system failure 

is not a rational approach. The Corps must fully analysis the potential effectiveness and impacts of viable 

Strontia Springs alternatives. 

iii. Aquifer or Gravel Pit Storage in Strategic Locations Accessible to both North 

and South Systems 
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53 FEIS, page 1-11. 
54 Alternatives Screening Report, Table A-2. 
55 FEIS, Tables 2-4 and 2-5 (Alternative 4a, 5a, and 5b); note that Save The Colorado is not explicitly endorsing these 
interconnect concepts and calls on the Corps to consider other, less costly options. 
56 FEIS, page 1-12; Response to Grand County, page 7. 
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Moving already diverted water from large reservoirs down to underground storage that could be 

accessed from any of Denver Water’s water treatment plants could meet the “location need” while also 

reducing system losses due to evaporation. Denver Water acknowledges aquifer storage can be superior 

to reservoirs and “tends to be comparatively less costly, has no evaporation, has a lower impact to 

communities and the environment, and has fewer permitting challenges.”58 Denver Water is currently 

pursuing a study of the technology; 59 if it had been started when the permitting process began, this 

would likely be established practice today. 

Denver Water states that they plan on 32,200 AF of gravel pit (downstream reservoir storage).60 As early 

as 2000, gravel pits were seen as a substitute for the vetoed Two Forks reservoir and identified as having 

a potential of 18,500 AF.61 Denver Water’s 2007 IRP referenced 30,000 AF of shared gravel pit storage 

on the South Platte:  

 
In a cooperative action with a water supplier outside the Combined Service Area, as anticipated 
in the Resource Statement, an agreement with South Adams County Water and Sanitation 
District has grown over the years into an effort that will add as much as 30,000 acre-feet of 
gravel pit storage downstream on the South Platte River; 

 
However, the FEIS (at 2-22), appears to only recognize 5,000 AF of potential gravel storage, and caps 
System Refinement Projects below what appears to be reasonably achievable or already in progress.  
 
The City of Englewood’s comment letter62 on the Chatfield DEIS indicates that Denver Water is on the 
verge of procuring significant quantities of new re-usable return flows when ongoing negotiations 
involving “the 1940 Agreement” result in a settlement or decree in an ongoing water court docket. 

 
Currently, Denver Water does not have enough reusable effluent to fill 64,000 acre feet of 
downstream gravel pit storage every year. Denver Water annually imports an average of 
approximately 72,000 acre-feet of water from near Dillon Colorado through the Roberts Tunnel, 
approximately SO% of which result in reusable return flows suitable for exchange. [Bates expert 
report, 04CW121] Denver Water's reusable Roberts Tunnel return flows thus total only about 
36,000 acre feet on average. Denver also imports water from upper Colorado tributaries near 
Granby Colorado through the Moffat Tunnel. Because of an agreement Denver made in 1940 
("1940 Agreement") that absolves it of responsibility for replacing certain reservoir evaporation, 
Denver is precluded from reusing return flows from Moffat Tunnel water. [12CWOOS 
application]. However, Denver Water is actively working to dissolve the 1940 Agreement and if 
successful, will be able to reuse about 11,500 acre feet of Moffat Tunnel return flows. [Bates 

                                                         
58 Denver Water, Aquifer Storage and Recovery Study (http://www.denverwater.org/ConstructionProjects/ 
ConstructionWorkAffectingCustomers/ASR/, last viewed June 2, 2016). 
59 Allen Best, “Will Denver’s future water reservoirs lie underfoot and not behind dams?” Mountain Town News, April 26, 
2016 ( http://mountaintownnews.net/2016/04/26/will-denvers-aquifers-be-its-next-reservoir/, last viewed June 2, 
2016). 
60 Denver Water, Downstream Reservoir Program, (http://www.denverwater.org/SupplyPlanning/ 
WaterSupplyProjects/DownstreamReservoirProject/, last viewed June 2, 2016). 
61 Cathy Proctor, “Denver's water reservoir future is in the pits,” Denver Business Journal, December 20, 2000 
(http://www.bizjournals.com/denver/stories/2000/12/11/story13.html, last viewed June 2, 2016) 
62 http://www.savethecolorado.org/blog/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/Chatfield-DEIS-Comment-letter.pdf  
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report] In addition, the Gross Reservoir expansion, will, if implemented, allow Denver Water to 
store up to 72,000 acre feet of additional water in Gross Reservoir per year.3 [Gross DEIS at pp] 
Assuming that Denver Water uses half that amount on average and that 50% of that water 
results in reusable return flows (this also assumes the 1940 Agreement is dissolved), Denver 
Water will obtain an average of 18,000 acre feet of reusable return flows per year. [JTW Gross 
comment letter] Though not located on the South Platte River, the Gross Reservoir expansion is 
also likely to reduce flows in the South Platte River according to the Corps' 'own DEIS for that 
project. [See Moffat Collection System Project ("Gross") DEIS at Appx. H, HI-12 to HI-IS]. These 
future reductions to South Platte River water supply are sufficiently likely and foreseeable that 
the Colorado Division of Wildlife (CDOW) expressed concern with the consequences of reduced 
flow in the South Platte River, particularly in winter months. [See Gross DEIS, Comment Report 
(State), at 40].  

  
The total of these return flows, 36,000 + 11,500 + 18,000, equals just over 64,000 acre feet, 
which is sufficient to fill and re-fill the downstream gravel pit reservoirs and allow Denver Water 
to exchange 64,000 acre feet per year to Chatfield, or higher on the South Platte, with 
devastating effects on the South Platte segment below Chatfield.  

  
Denver Water's expanded exchange capacity, coupled with its right to divert 10, 78S acre feet 
into storage at Chatfield, will consume all native inflow into Chatfield in an average water year. 

 
The Corps must fully analysis the potential effectiveness and impacts of viable aquifer and gravel pit 

storage systems as elements of alternatives that would address Denver Water’s purposes without 

additional diversions. The FEIS is fatally flawed to the extent significant new sources of re-usable water, 

return flows, and/or storage may be available in the future, but have not been analyzed to date.  

iv. Development of Shared Operations with Aurora Water or Other Providers 

Denver Water identified the possibility of shared operations with Aurora Water in the alternatives 

screening process but discarded it due to a claimed infeasibility to deliver water to the Moffat Collection 

System.63 Such an option may provide a much greater redundancy than the small gains presented by the 

proposed Moffat project. Shared operations deserve a full vetting and impact review. The Corps must 

fully analysis the potential effectiveness and impacts of viable alternatives incorporating shared 

operations with Aurora or other providers. 

The WISE Partnership and Prairie Waters require comprehensive analysis regarding how they are already 

contributing to Denver Water operations and management, and how such projects may be replicable 

alternatives in combination with other environmentally friendlier approaches than the Moffat 

proposals.64 WISE is  
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Seventeen entities, including Denver Water, have joined forces on a project that will supply area 

residents with more water while minimizing the need to buy new water rights. [. . . ] 

Denver Water saw Aurora Water’s underused infrastructure as an opportunity to capture 

reusable water in the South Platte for a new reserve supply that can be used during emergencies. 

At the project’s completion, Denver Water expects to capture about 15,000 acre-feet of unused 

supply — enough to serve almost 38,000 homes. When Denver Water doesn’t need that 

emergency supply, it plans to sell the excess to South Metro, which relies heavily on 

nonrenewable aquifers and wells.65 

Not only is Denver Water capturing approximately the same quantity of water that Moffat would 

provide, it candidly admits that the water is expected to be available for sale when not needed. WISE 

must be fully analyzed before Moffat is approved, because WISE appears to make Moffat unneeded and 

redundant. 

v. Construction of an Additional Water Treatment Plant 

Denver Water could address many of the concerns they raise concerning the “location need” by 

constructing a third water treatment plant that is accessible to the South System. The organization has 

contemplated expanding the Foothills WTP;66  if the funding for this project were directed to a new 

facility, Denver Water could achieve a significant measure of redundancy. The Corps must fully analysis 

the potential effectiveness and impacts of viable alternatives incorporating the construction of an 

additional water treatment plant accessible to the Denver Water south system. 

vi.  Buyback or Restructure of Raw Water Contracts 

Denver Water claims that some of the proposed new water is needed to meet raw water contracts, but 

fails to consider buying back or restructuring those contracts as an alternative to Moffat. These options 

were discarded in the alternatives screening process as lacking certainty of completion within the 

mandated timeframe.67 As discussed above, uncertainty was not applied evenly across the board and 

the timeframe imposed on the screening process can no longer be seen as reasonable. Further, the 

uncertainty claimed was not documented in meaningful fashion. These options deserve a thorough 

review to determine their feasibility and ability to address both the “location need” and effectively 

provide “new firm yield” for Denver Water in-house customers. The Corps must fully analysis the 

potential effectiveness and impacts of viable alternatives incorporating sale, buyback, or restricting of 

existing Denver Water raw water contracts. 
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b. Meeting Future Demand Without Moffat & the Colorado Constitution 

Save The Colorado has demonstrated that Denver Water does not need additional firm yield now or in 

the planning time frame.68 In fact, there is no concrete evidence that Denver Water will ever need to 

expand its supplies.69  

If, however, decades in the future, Denver Water was to experience water use growth that indicated 

that shortages might be possible, there are many options for the provider to serve additional customers 

without increasing river diversions or use of unsustainable groundwater. These options may be grouped 

into three strategies: 

1. More Efficient Use of Existing Supplies 

2. Reuse of Existing Supplies 

3. Acquisition of Currently Developed Supplies 

All of these approaches offer Denver Water the opportunity to supply the needs of their customers 

without the significant environmental impacts associated with additional river diversions.  

In addition, the FEIS has not addressed the applicability of the provision in Colorado’s Constitution 

providing that, in time of shortage, domestic water use has preference over all other uses. This 

preference would be triggered by any prolonged droughts leading to emergency situations, and would 

appear to provide for satisfying domestic uses from other sources. It bears repeating that domestic uses 

are only responsible for approximately 10% of all diversions and uses – so adequate domestic supplies 

would appear to be available even in prolonged or unprecedented droughts.  

i. More Efficient Use of Existing Supplies 

Conservation must be the foundation of any efforts to deal with an expanding water customer base.  No 

one disputes that there is a limited amount of water available for use in Colorado – the real question is, 

“do we conserve now while the rivers are still flowing or later when we have drained them dry?” 

Although Denver Water has undertaken significant conservation efforts over the last decade, the 

assertion in the FEIS that the “low-hanging fruit” has been captured and that conservation returns will 

hence forth be more difficult and expensive is not supported by any meaningful documentation.70 

Denver Water itself, in public materials not related to the Moffat project, continues to pursue aggressive 

conservation efforts.71 
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The flat-lined conservation incorporated into the FEIS demand modeling simply fails to reflect the reality 

of what is possible or even likely.72 In response to the recent drought, communities in California are 

achieving water use reductions of 25%,73 while Denver Water has proposed long-term reductions of 

16,000 AF/year – less than 5%. 

Water conservation is generally considered in two categories: passive and active. Passive conservation 

results from changes to the physical delivery and/or consumption systems that do not require ongoing 

efforts or behavioral changes, e.g. low-flow toilets or low-flow shower heads.74 Once in place, these 

changes keep producing a benefit (reduced consumption) indefinitely. Active conservation, on the other 

hand, requires ongoing action (or inaction) on the part of either the water customer or the water 

provider, e.g., watering restrictions and leak detection.75 Both passive and active conservation measures 

are available to Denver Water to offset additional demand that would otherwise result from a growing 

customer base. 

Denver Water has incorporated some passive conservation into its demand modeling (natural 

replacement of fixtures) but does not appear to have explicitly contemplated increased standards or 

new technology.76  The Corps must review current and proposed building standards and model the 

impact of natural replacement and installation of new fixtures in new building on projected demand. 

A substantial amount of the water diverted from West Slope rivers and sent over the Continental Divide 

goes to irrigate private residential lawns – half of the average water use by Denver Water’s single family 

residential users (48% of the customer base) is outdoor watering, and overall 43% of Denver Water’s 

treated water goes to outdoor use.77 Importantly, the Moffat project is proposed to meet this last 

increment of demand – demand that is likely to be highest during hot and dry years due to lawn 

irrigation need. Both Denver Water’s own data and a recent report from Bureau of Reclamation 

demonstrate large variations from year to year in water demand in the region that includes Denver 

Water’s service area.78 As it is reasonable to assume that indoor water use would not vary by such a 

wide margin year-to-year, it is very likely that this variation results primarily from outdoor water use, 

with much if not most of that being lawn irrigation. Consequently, much of this variation represents a 

potential conservation target, and it decries Denver Water’s assertion that all of the “low-hanging fruit” 

of conservation savings have been captured.79 These year-to-year variations exceed the firm yield that 

                                                         
2016), (“Denver Water’s conservation plan aims to accelerate the pace of water conservation in its service area and 
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72 Demand Letter, pages 13 – 14. 
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74 Conservation Update, page 13. 
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might be provided by the Moffat project.80 Turf removal or replacement with low-water requirement 

varieties is therefore a very attractive conservation option and has been identified as a high return 

option by the state.81 The Corps must analyze the potential for turf removal and replacement within 

Denver Water’s customer service area and the cost and water saving benefit that would be afforded by 

various levels of implementation. 

Denver Water’s modeling based on unrestricted demand is counter to now-accepted practice where 

providers such as the East Cherry Creek Valley Water & Sanitation District are instituting seasonal 

watering schedules as a matter of course.82 The Corps must analyze the potential for water savings that 

would be afforded by various implementation levels of watering restriction schedules. 

Another potential target for conservation not addressed by Denver Water in the Moffat project 

permitting effort are the operational factors lumped together in the agency’s annual reports as “Other 

Uses”  – these “include, but are not limited to, evaporation, carriage losses, seepage losses, Chatfield 

bypasses, flood bypasses, substitution and releases for power production and maintenance project.”83 

“Other Uses” ranges from 38,000 AFY to 101,000 AFY over the last decade (16%-43% of Denver Water 

use).84 There is no meaningful disclosure or analysis of these “other uses” in the FEIS. The Corps must 

document the water demands associated with Denver Water’s “other uses” and consider how they may 

be reduced or altered to extend the ability of the agency’s existing water supplies to meet customer 

demand.  

ii. Reuse of Existing Supplies 

Denver Water, while listing potable and non-potable reuse as options for incorporation into alternatives, 

fails to give them serious consideration. Much of Denver Water’s argument against reuse, however, can 

be easily seen to be based on false premises and reuse for both potable and non-potable uses should be 

given consideration. 

1. Denver Water failed to fully account for its reusable water pool  

Denver Water demises the argument that it can claim reuse of its full allotment of Blue River water 

because this water is mixed with legally non-reusable water85. This assertion is bizarre at best, 

substituting an odd physical interpretation for an appreciation of the underlying legal theory. Similarly, 

Denver Water dismisses the potential resolution of the 1940 Consolidated Ditch Agreement that 

                                                         
80 2014 Annual Report, III-64 (the average year-to-year variation for the ten-year period is 33,324 AF). 
81 Aquacraft Inc., SWSI 2010 Municipal and Industrial Water Conservation Strategies, January 2011 
(http://cwcb.state.co.us/water-management/water-supply-planning/Documents/SWSI2010/ 
Appendix%20L_SWSI%202010%20Municipal%20and%20Industrial%20Water%20Conservation%20Strategies.pdf, 
last viewed June 2, 2016), page 45. 
82 ECCV Water & Sanitation District, Watering Schedule (http://www.eccv.org/conservation/residential-
conservation/watering-schedule, last viewed June 2, 2016). 
83 2014 Annual Report, III-64. 
84 Ibid. 
85 AR 276-03 at 13 (Asserting that as fully consumable water is not physically distinguishable from non-fully 
consumable water at treatment plants, Denver Water must assume that they are consumed in equal parts). 

http://cwcb.state.co.us/water-management/water-supply-planning/Documents/SWSI2010/%20Appendix%20L_SWSI%202010%20Municipal%20and%20Industrial%20Water%20Conservation%20Strategies.pdf
http://cwcb.state.co.us/water-management/water-supply-planning/Documents/SWSI2010/%20Appendix%20L_SWSI%202010%20Municipal%20and%20Industrial%20Water%20Conservation%20Strategies.pdf
http://www.eccv.org/conservation/residential-conservation/watering-schedule
http://www.eccv.org/conservation/residential-conservation/watering-schedule


 

 

currently restricts the reuse of much of its transmountain diversion water as having too uncertain a time 

frame, although they do not provide any documentation of the current status of litigation of 

negotiations over that agreement. In fact, Denver Water and other parties are on the verge of an historic 

settlement with the ditch companies that could provide as much as 15,000 AFY of “new” re-used water 

to the system. CITE/ 

Further, Denver Water by its own admission does not yet incorporate lawn irrigation return flows into its 

reusable water calculation.86 The Corps must conduct an independent assessment of the availability of 

fully-consumable water addressing these concerns. 

2. Denver Water failed to accurately assess the costs and proven nature of 

the technology.  

Denver Water’s evaluation of the technology available for treatment and reuse reflects the state of the 

art of nearly two decades ago even though this is a rapidly advancing field.87 Cost was used to eliminate 

several alternatives although these estimates were based on now-dated information.88  

Further, the Prairie Waters project is dismissed as a poor analog based on four disputable assertions: 

1. The Prairie Waters is a fundamentally bigger project – Denver Water may seek to undertake a 

similarly ambitious project to meet its currently projected needs (even though Save The Colorado 

disputes these) and potentially also serve as a regional provider. 

2. The Prairie Waters project represents the frontier of proven technology – now that the project is 

established and itself proven, this technology cannot be seen as speculative. 

3. The Prairie Waters project has a larger unutilized effluent stream – see above. 

4. The Prairie Waters project is based on a high risk tolerance due to a lack of senior rights to meet 

drought needs – Denver Water’s rationale for the Moffat project is a lack of available water for a 

drought condition (rights or not) and the Prairie Waters project can longer be considered high 

risk.89 

Denver Water also asserts that the Prairie Waters project cannot be seen as an example of an 

alternative due to the need to blend produced water to offset high levels of total dissolved solids.90  

Denver Water however provides no evidence why such an approach would not work in the Denver 

Water system. The Corps must complete an independent assessment of the costs and technological 

feasibility of integrating potable and non-potable reuse water into the Denver Water system. 

                                                         
86 Alternatives Screening Report, page 2-20. 
87 Alternatives Screening Report, pages 2-10 – 2-11; Bruce Finley, “Colorado tapping dirty water to extend life of the 
pure stuff,” Denver Post, April 21, 2016 (http://www.denverpost.com/2016/04/21/colorado-tapping-dirty-water-to-
extend-life-of-the-pure-stuff/, last viewed June 2, 2016). 
88 FEIS, Table 2-5 (Alternatives 6a, 6b, 7a, 7b, and 14). 
89 Response to Grand County, page 19. 
90 Response to Grand County, page 26. 

http://www.denverpost.com/2016/04/21/colorado-tapping-dirty-water-to-extend-life-of-the-pure-stuff/
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3. Denver Water failed to consider increased reuse water that would not 

be available to the Moffat Collection System.  

The alternative concept incorporating expanded non-potable reuse was discarded due to a limited 

availability of demand served by the WTP.91 This dismissal ignores the potential for non-potable reuse in 

the remainder of Denver Water’s system that could offset the need for “new” water in the Moffat 

Collection System. The Corps must independently evaluate the potential for non-potable reuse in the 

entire Denver Water system and its ability to offset the “need” for additional diversions. 

iii. Acquisition of Currently Developed Supplies 

The transfer of water from agricultural to municipal uses has been a cornerstone of municipal water 

development for decades. Colorado has a long and successful history of providing water to growing 

municipalities by transferring water from farms to cities. This “Traditional Transfer Method” (TTM) is 

often pejoratively called “buy and dry” as towns and cities buy water from farmers to meet municipal 

needs. In fact, over the last decade, water from approximately 400,000 acres of farms92 has been 

transferred from farms to cities in Colorado – TTMs is often the easiest, fastest, and most practicable 

method for municipalities to get more water. In northern Colorado over the last 25 years, water from 

approximately 420,000 acres of farm has been transferred to cities via TTMs93. Further, the Colorado 

Water Plan indicates that Colorado farmers will transfer water from 500,000 – 700,000 acres of farms by 

the year 205094.  

TTM transfers have occurred over the history of Colorado involving hundreds of thousands of acre feet 

of water with little or no federal or state environmental-regulatory action required (including under the 

Clean Water Act) because little or no environmental damage occurs. Moreover, these TTMs occur 

between a willing buyer and a willing seller, and often the sellers (farmers) reap substantial profits from 

the business transaction. Save The Colorado supports the private property rights of farmers to sell their 

water to cities via TTMs. 

Arguments against these transfers generally focus on the need to preserve agriculture as an element of 

Colorado’s heritage. What is often missing in this discussion is a sober assessment of the number of 

willing sellers (i.e., agricultural producers who are looking to get out of the business) and the amount of 

agricultural water been separated from the land by development of that land (i.e., urban growth 

agricultural transfers). 

Population growth, especially in the areas served by Denver Water’s northern raw water contract 

customers often results in loss of agricultural lands to urban and suburban development. A report by 

                                                         
91 Alternatives Screening Report, Table A-14 (ID #403). 
92 https://www.yourwatercolorado.org/component/content/article/130-headwaters-magazine/headwaters-fall-2012-
rooted-in-colorado/551-the-ever-evolving-farmer 
93 Public testimony, Weld County Commissioner Sean Conway at Fort Collins City Council meeting, September 1, 2015 
94 https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/sites/default/files/FINAL-2ndDraftClean-Appendices-2015%20Revised.pdf (page 
208) 

https://www.yourwatercolorado.org/component/content/article/130-headwaters-magazine/headwaters-fall-2012-rooted-in-colorado/551-the-ever-evolving-farmer
https://www.yourwatercolorado.org/component/content/article/130-headwaters-magazine/headwaters-fall-2012-rooted-in-colorado/551-the-ever-evolving-farmer
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Western Resource Advocates detailed this transition in Northern Colorado.95 Until local communities or 

the state take a legal and enforceable stand against such conversions, it must be accepted that the lost 

agricultural lands free up previously diverted and used water that can be applied to the needs of the 

growing population.  

Additional water may be acquired through traditional (one-time purchase of underlying rights) and non-

traditional (leasing and other innovative approaches to reduce the buy-and-dry impact) transfers of 

agricultural water to urban uses. Careful targeting of acquisition by Denver Water can help mitigate the 

impacts of “drying” on agricultural communities, particularly a sensitivity to maintaining existing 

sustainable agricultural communities. 

Denver Water discarded numerous alternatives incorporating agricultural transfers due to cost, relying 

again on what are now much outdated data. The Corps must conduct an independent analysis of the 

availability and cost of water acquired through agricultural transfer and must in particular identify water 

that is likely to be freed from agricultural use due to urban and suburban development. 

 

5. Conclusion 

The proposed Moffat Collection System Project is a 20th Century “solution” and does not solve, 21st 

Century water management challenges. The unnecessary project relies on over 100-year old approaches 

rather than 21st century technology and values. Conservation, healthy rivers, and urban xeriscaping are 

proven winners for Colorado. Moffat is predicated on wasteful water use, dewatering rivers, and 

maintaining Kentucky bluegrass landscaping.  

Denver Water is attempting to exercise relatively senior water rights from already seriously depleted 

headwaters streams in the Colorado River Basin. Denver Water does not need this water now, or any 

time soon, and will never need the water if it continues to pursue conservation and the other supply and 

re-use strategies detailed above.  Save the Colorado identifies multiple sources of quantities of “new” 

water that approach, equal, or exceed that which Moffat would provide. Alternatives in the process of 

being studied or implemented, but not adequately analyzed (or unmentioned) in the FEIS, include 

Project WISE, Prairie Waters, and the 1940 Agreement negotiations. Conservation in combination with a 

Natural Conditions approach recognizing Denver is located in an arid environment would obviate the 

need for any new water or new diversions.  

The Moffat project attempts to ensure that Denver Water customers can maintain inappropriate 

outdoor landscapes during a prolonged drought, instead of accepting reality. Reality involves water 

scarcity, climate change, increasing competition for finite Colorado River Basin supplies, and increasing 

                                                         
95 Western Resource Advocates, A Better Future for the Poudre River, December 2012 
(http://westernresourceadvocates.org/publications/a-better-future-for-the-poudre-river/, last viewed June 2, 2016), 
pages 24 – 26. 
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risks of unacceptable impacts to an already over-stressed Colorado River ecosystem from the 

headwaters to the mouth.  

The proposed Moffat project: 

 Won’t help Denver Water more reliably serve water.  

 Would cost over $350 million, money which should be spent achieving real gains, not further 

draining and destroying the tributaries to the Colorado River and causing massive environmental 

damage with the expansion of Gross Dam and Reservoir. 

 Is using flawed permitting processes and documents that violate NEPA by inappropriately 

screening out less environmentally damaging alternatives. 

 Is not the least environmentally damaging practicable alternative (LEDPA).  

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) needs to address many failings in the permitting documents 

before making a permit decision for the project, as described in the comments above. As documented 

above, Moffat is not needed. If built, it is undisputed that Moffat would have enormous environmental 

and socio-economic impacts. Despite Denver Water’s efforts to establish otherwise in the FEIS, Moffat is 

not the Least Environmentally Practicable Alternative. The Corps should deny a permit for the project. 

********** 
 
June 16, 2016 
  
Gary Wockner, PhD, Executive Director 
Save the Colorado 
PO Box 1066, Fort Collins, CO 80522  
http://savethecolorado.org 
http://www.facebook.com/savethecolorado 
https://twitter.com/savethecolorado 
970-218-8310 
 
The mission of Save The Colorado is to protect and restore the Colorado River and its tributaries from 
the source to the sea. Save The Colorado focuses on fighting irresponsible water projects, supporting 
alternatives to dams and diversions, fighting and adapting to climate change, supporting river and fish 
species restoration, and removing deadbeat dams. Save The Colorado has thousands of supporters 
throughout the Southwest U.S. from Denver to Los Angeles and beyond.   
 


